1. regret not listening /not having listened
2. haven’t got round/around to putting
3. could have told me you had
4. to get over the fact that
5. no intention of selling
6. planned on so many people coming
7. far as I’m concerned
8. I been in your place
9. keep pace with / run at the same pace as
10. the time being
11. your parents’ consent / the consent of your parents
12. make assumptions about you
13. (of) yet no agreement has
(of) yet an agreement has not
14. to blame for the delay in
15. no time did I say (that)
16. to be/ being the center of attention
17. to impose their opinions
18. no way am I
19. is no chance of you winning
20. on special occasions do I
21. sooner had we arrived than
22. should have/get their eyesight
23. had the meeting started when
24. no circumstances should you eat
25. do I travel

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

to be put in place
will be staff at hand
really proud of himself for
guilty about letting/ guilty about having let
has a reputation for being
is (really) no substitute for
believe in living
is obsessed with checking
however much it
is the object of
has been a fall in
she had no intention of offending
is no excuse for the way/ for how
he was in the habit of
came as no surprise to me
to her parents’ disappointment
to the disappointment of her parents
42. never occurred to me
43. did I know , when we
44. no point did anyone/anybody tell
45. has resulted in an exponential rise/increase
46. in the budget will mean cancelling
47. on the increase
48. suggesting for a minute / for a minute suggesting
49. has been an increase in
50. before have I seen such
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